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Abstract
YourStories is a project combining raising money for charity with raising awareness about adverse conditions affecting communities around the globe.  The project will be based on humanitarian themes aiming to raise funds for the associated charitable organizations.  Our concept is to utilise digital media, MMS, SMS (mobile technology) and web pages to record connections between people and at the same time produce a collective OurStory about the Roskilde Festival.  We will encourage the festival goers to contribute and share their stories to forming a collage of their festival experiences, hence the project name YourStories – signifying the both the individual and the shared elements of the project.
Project requirements
“Using the same principles (and structure) applied to your 'MyStory' project, you will work in your group to produce an 'OurStory' that documents/maps some abstract concept of the group's choosing that should produce an application of 'digital rhetorics' in both theory and practice. The 'OurStory' may take the form of a website, a MOOspace, a blog, a podcast, a game, or some other digital genre. Examples of some abstract concepts you might choose are: borders, movement, structure, play, language, environment, home, interface, language, and so forth” (Cynthia Haynes).

The OurStory concept
The idea behind the OurStory project is to expand the MyStory concept introduced by Gregory L. Ulmer in the article “The Internet and Its Double” (2004).  The MyStory is a digital rhetorical form mapping and documenting ideas and beliefs in every day life. The concept of a MyStory is intentionally vague, but generally it seeks to combine “problem-solving in general, and inventive thinking in particular, with all the discourses one knows” in order to “record the obtuse meanings of information in each of the institutions of the maker’s experience”. Thus, we seek to use the rhetorical form of the digital communication to combine the stories of the festival goers in a dynamic and hypertextual pattern of using linear logic in a. 

Background 
The idea behind YourStories project is to promote awareness on humanitarian issues affecting societies around the world.  We would like to make the festival goers aware that there are communities in other parts of the world experiencing some of the problems affecting communities here in Denmark.  Essentially, some issues they are dealing with in their lives is not dissimilar to those in other countries. 

We believe that by undertaking this project our project team, the Roskilde Festival organizers and most importantly, those attending the Roskilde Festival will make a “big” difference by doing something “small”.  We are therefore empowering people by making them aware that through a small gesture they can make a big difference.  

Our aim is to create a more conscious society and by doing so to build a bridge between the people attending the Roskilde Festival and the rest of the world.


Project description
We envisage our project will be realized through digital communication, whereby festival goers will be encouraged to share their thoughts, ideas and beliefs via text and pictures messages which they will send into cyberspace and by doing so they will participate in creating a Roskilde OurStory (the concept of the OurStory is described above).  

Our idea is to link SMS and MMS messages (based on four different humanitarian themes) with a digital system and a homepage, thereby creating an associative collage. The next step will be to randomly link people by forwarding messages from one participant to another anonymously.  

Each festival day will sponsor one of the four humanitarian themes will be agreed beforehand and announced on the web and in the official program.

Implementing the YourStories Project
The YourStories project will be carried out in collaboration with four major charities.  The Roskilde Festival Fund and representatives of the charitable organisations will together select four appropriate themes reflecting the essence of their charity work.  These themes will be announced on the festival web page before the start of the festival.  Each theme and associated charity will be assigned a day of the festival. 

For example, the first day of the festival, the theme might be ‘PASSION’.  This will be publicised in the festival newspaper, on posters and in the official festival website. The festival goers will then be encouraged to send text (SMS) or picture (MMS) messages, symbolising their idea of passion, to a designated mobile telephone number. En route the project website the picture and text messages will go through a program transforming them into images/text on a web page. These will then form part of a collage, where people can click on them and browse through the pictures. Furthermore, participants will also receive messages from others participating in the event, this will be randomly directed by the program. At the end of each day the charity represented on the day will select the Top 3 pictures/texts and rewards will be given to those who created the pictures/texts. 

The end result will be that each of the four days will have its own YourStories collage. The charities taking part will also have the right to use the pictures and the collage for future purposes and money collected will be used to support the charity. 

Incentives for Participation
We are aware that it might not be easy to get people in the festival to participate in the project, so we have proposed some incentives encouraging festival goers to take part in the event:-

	The project will raise money for charity - a proportion of the cost of sending SMS/MMS would go directly to humanitarian purposes.
	The project could involve a daily competition rewarding the most effective pictures - an idea for a prize is the possibility of winning back stage passes and photo opportunities with the bands.
	The participants could be enticed by the possibility of exposure - people would be able to check out each others pictures and messages on the web and on the big screens at the festival stages.
	The project could evoke curiosity, since there’s a surprise element in the process - participants will receive random pictures/messages.


The setting and the Target Group
The Roskilde Festival is the setting.  It is known for its cultural and community engagement.  Every year the Fesitavl usually has a theme for which they try to raise money.  We believe it would be possible to link this activity with the YourStories project.  
The Festival is also a good forum with a promising target group, since the attendees are at an age where they are fond of mobile and digital technology.  This should limit the possibility of failure for the YourStories project.  An additional incentive for linking the project with the festival is the possibility to reach a large and diverse audience in a short period of time. 

The time schedule
The Festival runs for 4 days from 29th June to 2nd July 2006, and each day will have a unique theme (the day running from 6 a.m. - 6 a.m., following the attendee’s daily routine).  Each theme will be attached to a different humanitarian organisation. The idea is to evoke a reaction through which we are able to generate money for the organisations involved.

Suggestions of how to link themes and organizations
Day 1:	Passion - Kræftens Bekæmpelse 
Day 2:	Love - Red Cross
Day 3:	Trust - Save The Children (Red Barnet) 
Day 4:	Courage - Doctors Without Borders

How to make it possible
Sponsorship from TDC (or Telia). 
	Support from the humanitarian organisations and The Roskilde Festival Foundation. Development can be done through student projects at the ITU.

Advertising
The project would be advertised on the Roskilde web page in advance of the festival. Furthermore the different humanitarian organisations will take part in the advertising and link it to their web sites and their PR. 

Furthermore, the Roskilde Festival organisation could promote it as one of the “new” features at the festival in year 2006; giving the festival a socially conscious and global image.  The aim of the Festival is of course to have a great time, listen to music and meet new people, but the YourStories project would be a good method of promoting social engagement of contemporary issues occurring in other parts of the world through free will.  

Technical requirements for the YourStories project
Website (e.g. www.yourstories.dk)
Software to receive images from mobile phones
Software to receive text messages from mobile phones
Software to (automatically?) post images and pictures on the website in a collage form of some sort - combining text and images.
Filters for rude, dirty pictures/images (or some sort of editing function?)
Software for exchanging/randomly sending out images and text messages to other users.
Software to "screensave" on the festival big screens with selected images (to be intermixed with the information also running on the screen).
Phone number(s) to send text and images to. Would be cool with one of those four-digit ones.

Social requirements for the YourStories project
Information: Leaflets, posters, booths, note in the Festival program. Word of mouth - making it cool. 
Volunteers to run the machinery and do the editing
Competition! Choosing winners for the competition

Perceived problems in connection with the YourStories project
The system capacity for 
bandwidth (both internet and mobile net traffic)
storage for images
system computing power (constant updating, changing of website)
limit on how many sms's and mms's the computers can receive and digest
Manpower 
editing (selecting images for "screensavers", making sure that the website looks good)
censorship of photos/text (how, what and when?)
maintenance of ICT (finding qualified and willing volunteers).
Data security (vira, cracking, etc.)

